Al-Falah University (AFU) at Faridabad, Haryana. is established by State Legislative Assembly of Haryana under “A university by Act of Legislative Assembly of Haryana, The Haryana Private Universities (Amendment) Act 2014” on the 4th March 2014.

Al-Falah University is an endeavor of Al-Falah Charitable Trust, in keeping up with its tradition of fostering professional education, training and guidance. Spread over 56 acres of lush greenery, Al-Falah University offers world-class education to students from India and other countries by providing a learning experience designed to develop intellectual abilities as well as good social, moral and ethical values.

The university is committed to providing a rigorous academic environment to equip students with knowledge, skills, insights, attitudes and practical experience in order to enable them to become discerning citizens. The emphasis by the university is placed on nurturing talent by providing need-based education to create a resource pool for developing cutting edge technologies for the benefit of the country. We believe that this pool of immense talent would enrich the national fabric and shall act as a driving force for transforming India into a great nation. Our curricula and teaching methods are rigorous, innovative and distinctly oriented towards competitiveness, keeping an eye on global environment of business, industry and academia. A distinct feature of our academic programme is the focus on the industrial needs of the country. The students at Al-Falah University are exposed to an optimal blend of analytical and practical knowledge, enriched by industrially-oriented training and project work. The university emphasizes on overall development of the students to cope with the fast changing technology. Consistent with this vision, Al-Falah University has been imparting quality education and has successfully developed over the years into a premier institution creating well-trained pool of professionals in all spheres of study.

The campus of the university is inspiring for our young minds. It has often been rated as one of the most beautiful campuses in India. It resembles a large, self-contained village with lecture theatres, seminar rooms, accommodation, cafeterias, canteens, shops and sports facilities, libraries and laboratories. The most remarkable feature of the campus is the seamless interconnection of nature and the built environment. There are a number of lush green gardens, water fountains and sidewalks which provide an ideal environment on the campus for study and leisure.